Radiative cascades into autoionizing states 1s2l2l in Li-like ions are studied. The correction function that describes the effect of cascades on level populations is calculated using the 1/Z -expansion method for the range of nuclear charges Z = 10-30. It is shown that for the q-satellite, which is often used in hot plasmas for diagnostic purposes, the contribution of radiative cascades may be three orders of magnitude larger than the direct dielectronic capture. Time-dependent collisional-radiative modeling is used to calculate satellite intensities and determine spectra modifications due to radiative cascades.
Introduction
Dielectronic satellites to resonance lines of H-and He-like ions are widely used for diagnostics of high-temperature plasmas (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] ). Important parameters such as electron temperature and density can be reliably inferred from the corresponding line ratios. This technique requires accurate calculation of rates of atomic processes that populate doubly excited autoionizing states. While dielectronic capture (DC) and inner-shell excitation are the most significant mechanisms, it is well known that radiative cascades from high-n levels may also be important [4] [5] [6] . The contributions of cascades are especially significant for those levels with small DC probabilities that are primarily populated via electron-impact excitation.
The cascade processes have been previously discussed in several papers. For instance, the effect of radiative cascades on dielectronic satellite spectra in H-like ions was investigated in detail in [4] . Recently, cascades affecting the most intense dielectronic satellites to the He α resonance line in Ar XVII were discussed in relation to diagnostics of tokamak plasmas [5] . It was shown that cascades have the strongest effect on satellites q and r in Gabriel's designations [7] (or for levels K232 and K234 in the designations accepted in program MZ [8, 9] ), whereas for other satellites the cascade processes were found to be unimportant.
In this paper, we calculate the contribution of radiative cascades from all high-n states to the intensities of the 1s 2 2l-1s2l 2l satellites to the resonance line in He-like ions for elements from neon (Z = 10) to zinc (Z = 30). The calculation is performed with the 1/Z -expansion code MZ [8, 9] which is widely used in satellite studies. The calculated corrections to the intensity factor Q d are then included in time-dependent collisional-radiative calculations that explicitly demonstrate the importance of radiative cascades for several satellite lines.
Calculation of the correction function
In low-density plasmas, the intensity I s (i, j) of a dielectronic satellite line that is formed as a result of electron transition from a doubly excited state i to a state j can be given by the following expression [5] : electron temperature, Q d (i, j) is the intensity factor [10] and E s is the excitation energy of a satellite level above the He-like ground state. The intensity factor is defined as
where A r (i, j) and A a (i, j 0 ) are the radiative and autoionization transition rates from level i into levels j and j 0 (the ground state), and A i r and A i a are corresponding total rates.
In equation (1) γ (i, T e ) is the correction function to the satellite intensity due to the cascades [4] defined as
where g i is the statistical weight of level i. The summation extends over all n 3 levels. The radiative cascades between the n = 2 levels have very small transition probabilities and, therefore, are neglected in what follows. The correction function γ (i, T e ) only depends on the upper state i and is thus related to all lines originating from that doubly excited state. Without cascades, the correction function is unity, so that γ (i, T e ) − 1 represents the contribution of cascades to the intensity of a satellite line.
In the present work, the correction function of equation (2) was calculated with the 1/Z -expansion code MZ. A detailed description of this package and relevant methods can be found elsewhere [8, 9] . The MZ code, which is extensively used for the determination of atomic characteristics of autoionizing states in highly charged ions (see e.g. [10, 11] ), can compute all atomic data required for the calculation of cascades, namely, energy levels, radiative transition probabilities and autoionization rates. We explicitly calculated the contribution of transitions from levels 1s2lnl with 3 n 7, whereas the contributions from the higher-n levels were determined using the well-known 1/n 3 scaling [9, 12] :
Here, Q d (7, i) is the intensity factor for cascades from all n = 7 levels into a given level i.
In the following, we use two notation systems for designation of autoionizing 1s2l2l states and corresponding satellite transitions. The MZ code [8] assigns upper-case letters to different configurations according to the scheme C = 2s2p( 1 P)1s; E = 2s
2 ( 3 P)1s; K = 2s2p( 3 P)1s; P = 1s 2 2p and S = 1s 2 2s. Then, the spin S, orbital L and total J angular momenta are introduced by the 2S + 1, 2L + 1 and 2J + 1 values. Thus, for instance, a 1s2s2p level with the total values S = 1/2, L = 1, J = 3/2 and 3 P term for the 2s2p would be denoted as K234. Gabriel [7] introduced a lower-case letter notation for the 1s2l 2 -1s2l 2l transitions, which is presented in table 1 along with the corresponding MZ notations. Gabriel [7] and MZ code [8] . Gabriel's  Transition in  Transition in  schema  LS-coupling notation  MZ notation   a  1s  2 2p  2 P 3/2 -1s2p  2 2 P 3/2  P234-M234  b  1s  2 2p  2 P 1/2 -1s2p  2 2 P 3/2  P232-M234  c  1s  2 
Designation in

Discussion
The correction functions γ (i, T e ) for all 1s2l2l states were calculated for nuclear charges Z = 10-30. The results are presented in the appendix for several elements and for temperatures in the range T e = (0.3-2) × IP Li , where IP Li is the ionization potential of the corresponding Li-like ion. These temperatures define a range where dielectronic satellites are normally quite strong. Figures 1 and 2 show the values of γ (i, T e ) − 1, which is the deviation from the no-cascade case, as a function of Z at T e = 2 × IP Li and 0.5 × IP Li , respectively. As seen in figures 1 and 2, the corrections for most of the strongest dielectronic satellites (e.g. j, k, a, s, t and r) are small, typically at the level of a few per cent, which agrees with the similar calculations for Ar [5] . This is an anticipated result since the high direct DC rate (that corresponds to the inverse strong autoionization probability) dominates the population influx for the upper states of the corresponding levels. However, the weak satellites, such as v, u or h, are strongly affected by radiative cascades. For low-Z elements the correction function is on the order of 100 or even more, as shown in figures 1 and 2.
As seen in figures 1 and 2, for the majority of the satellite lines the corresponding contribution of cascades varies monotonically, mostly decreasing or remaining nearly constant for the various nuclear charges. An obvious exception is the q-satellite 1s 2 2s 2 S 1/2 -1s2p2s( 1 P) 2 P 3/2 , for which the correction function γ (q, T e ) shows a prominent peak at Z = 25 (manganese) reaching a value of almost 1000. This satellite that is primarily populated via electron excitations from the ground state of the Li-like ion is often used for the determination of ionization balance and electron density [13, 14] . The strong peak in γ (q, T e ) correlates with a similarly sharp drop in the autoionization probability A a Figure 1 . Deviation from the no-cascade case, γ − 1, as a function of Z for T e = 2 × IP Li . for the upper level 1s2p2s( 1 P) 2 P 3/2 . Table 2 presents the corresponding A a values for several elements from Ar to Zn as calculated using the MZ code. While the rates at Z = 18 and 30 are of the order of 10 12 s −1 , the autoionization probability for the 1s2p2s( 1 P) 2 P 3/2 state in Li-like Mn drops to 2.36 × 10 9 s −1 . Since the DC rate is directly proportional to the autoionization rate, this results in a very small DC probability as compared with the other population mechanisms for this level (cf figure 1(a) in [15] ).
It seems that the calculated decrease in autoionization rate for the K234 state is due to an accidental cancellation in the corresponding matrix element. We studied the Z-dependence of the mixing coefficients in different coupling schemes and effects of configuration interaction, and in no case is there a noticeable change in the wavefunction behavior near Level population ratio Besides, spin-forbidden transitions are extremely weak in all measured spectra to date.
In spite of the large correction factor for the q-satellite, for Z = 25 it turns out that for steady-state conditions the intensity of this line is still primarily affected by the inner-shell excitations from the ground state of the Li-like ion. This was confirmed by collisional-radiative simulations with the code NOMAD, which is described in detail elsewhere [16] . The required atomic parameters (energy levels, transition probabilities and collisional cross sections) for Li-, He-and H-like ions of Mn were calculated using the MZ and ATOM [8] codes. The Coulomb-Born-exchange method, implemented in ATOM for cross-section calculations, is applicable for such highly charged ions. Using NOMAD we calculated the line intensities of the 1s 2 -1s2l transitions in Mn He-like ions and the corresponding satellites, for electron temperatures T e = 0.5 × IP Li , IP Li and 2 × IP Li (IP Li = 940 eV for Mn) and for the electron density of N e = 10 14 cm −3 . The intensities of the q and other satellites are modified by not more than a few per cent under steady-state conditions. The analysis of population channels shows that the inner-shell excitation flux that is proportional to the population of the 1s 2 2s ground state in the Li-like ion is dominant for all three temperatures.
Although the importance of cascades was found to be relatively low for steady-state conditions, the intensities of satellite lines with relatively low autoionization probabilities can be noticeably enhanced in transient plasmas due to radiative cascades from high-n levels. For instance, when bare nuclei or H-like ions recombine in a relatively cold plasma, the density of the Li-like ion is negligibly small, and therefore the DC is the only significant channel to populate the doubly excited autoionizing states. In order to test this assumption, we performed simulation of the time-dependent recombination of Mn bare nuclei for electron temperature T e = 940 eV and density N e = 10 14 cm −3 . The system was allowed to evolve for 100 time steps, each of 10 −5 s. Figure 3 presents the ratios of populations of the upper levels of the satellites q, u and v, calculated with and without radiative cascades. It is seen that at early times, the account of cascades indeed results in enhancements of these lines. As the system relaxes to a steady state, the difference between the two cases diminishes, as expected.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented a detailed calculation of radiative-cascade contributions to the intensities of dielectronic satellite lines of He α (see the appendix).
The correction function was calculated for elements with nuclear charges Z = 10-30. It was found that while for most of the satellites the cascade contribution varies smoothly and monotonically with Z, the q-satellite correction function has a sharp peak for Mn with its value reaching 1000. We also performed collisional-radiative calculations to confirm that (i) the low-density steady-state plasmas do not indicate significant enhancement of satellite intensities due to radiative cascades, and (ii) in a time-dependent recombining 10 14 cm
plasma of Mn bare nuclei, the cascades can enhance the intensities of satellites such as q, u and v by a factor of 2-4. The derived results would be valid for a wide range of electron densities.
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Appendix. The correction function γ for autoionizing states 1s2l2l as a function of the reduced electron temperature t = T e /IP Li . 
